Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, based on Article 65 (1) of the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo and Article 6.1 of Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, after the interpellation developed with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kosovo, Mr. Hashim Thaçi, regarding the demarcation boundary process between Republic of Kosovo and Republic of Montenegro, in the plenary session held on 25 June 2015, approved this:

**RESOLUTION**

1. Legal and factual reference of determining the boundaries should be the border line according to administrative division, as it had been foreseen by the Law into force on administrative borders of former SFRY, the determined border of the territory of Kosovo of year 1974 and present Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo.

2. File, maps and analyses regarding the demarcation boundary of Kosovo with Montenegro should be delivered in writing to the Assembly and responsible Committees.

3. Prime Minister Isa Mustafa should undertake measures that the state Committee on marking the border with Montenegro to make available for public, as soon as possible, all discussions and issues submitted by Montenegrin party.

4. Government should report to the Assembly before the approval of the inter-boundary elaboration Kosovo-Montenegro.

5. Government should undertake measures that each inhabitant of the zone where it is expected to be conducted the demarcation should have the maps and necessary explanations regarding their own properties.

6. State Committee on marking the border with Montenegro should be invited to report at the Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs.

7. There should begin the demarcation of border with Serbia, according to the determined borders of the territory of the year 1974.

No. 05-R-03
Prishtina, on 25 June 2015

President of the Assembly

Kadri VESELI

CC:
- Government of the Republic of Kosovo,
- Parliamentary groups,
- Archive of the Assembly.